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The pace of this course has to be fast-moving if the total content of each unit is to be
covered in the time available.
You have to be prepared to take much more responsibility for your own learning
and be actively involved - learning is not a passive activity, it is not done to you, it is
something you achieve.
It starts with each new lesson - listen carefully to what your Teacher tells you
						read carefully what is in your Study Guide
						watch carefully any videos or animations
						carry out all practical work thoughtfully
			The questions in your Study Guide have been carefully put together
			to help you think and reason correctly. It is very important that you
			use these opportunities. Discuss your thought with your Group and
			help each other achieve the necessary understanding.
			
Only fill in your Notes once you have completed the relevant part
			
of your Study Guide. Filling in Notes alone will not teach you
			Chemistry.
			Self-Check questions are aimed directly at the ideas met in that
Self
			particular
lesson. You should attempt them as soon after finishing
			
Check that lesson as possible and should not proceed to next lesson until
			you have shown you understood the previous lesson.
			Research
clearly shows that your brain benefits from a ‘top-up’ a
Home
			few hours after a lesson. You should, therefore, try and complete
Practice
			these
questions the same evening after a lesson is completed.
					By the end of a Topic, you should be able to answer
Consolidation questions that require understanding from several
					
					
lessons. These questions will be more like exam
Topic
Test
					questions.
You must be prepared to, firstly, maximise the opportunities provided in school use your teacher! - but also be prepared to continue working at home:		finishing off work not completed in class 		

reading over Notes

		completing work missed through absence

Self-Checks

		filling in Notes		

Home Practices		

reading Text Book
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Metallic & Monatomic Elements		
◉

Introduction

1.1

The first part of this Topic is about elements and, in particular, the
different types of bonding which exist in elements. One of the simplest
classifications of elements divides them into metals and non-metals.
Metals differ from non-metals in a number of properties, the most
well-known being that metals can conduct electricity, even in the solid state.
As you know, all the elements in the right-hand column of the periodic table
are monatomic gases. Each one exists as single atoms flying about freely in the
gas state.
Does this therefore mean that there are no forces of attraction at
all between their atoms? Nearly, but not quite!
This first lesson looks at bonding in metals, and how this helps explain some
of the typical properties of a metal, and the monatomic elements and the very weak
type of bonding force that exists between atoms of these elements.

①

Metallic Lattice

In a solid metal, the atoms are arranged neatly in a simple pattern known as a network or a lattice.
This activity is about understanding what holds the atoms together in a metallic lattice.
		A
Lattice is a regular repeating pattern.
W
Consider the following:

A metal atom has a core of tightly held inner electrons
around a positive nucleus. On the outside, the electrons in
the highest energy level, although strongly attracted, are
able to move about between atoms.

					
The core of each atom has an overall positive charge.		
					
The negatively charged outermost electrons are 		
					
attracted to the cores of more than one atom. In 		
					
this way the outer electrons are able to hold together
					neighbouring positive cores.
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Think about the three diagrams on the previous page.

②

•

What is meant by the “core” of each atom and how is this represented in
the illustration?

•

What are the outermost electrons of the atoms able to do?

•

What is meant by saying that the outermost electrons are “delocalised”?

•

How are the free-moving electrons able to hold neighbouring atoms
together? (Clue: Remember that opposite charges attract.)

•

Why can the overall structure be described as a lattice?

•

Why is it better to use the term positive core rather than positive ion?

Physical Properties
The Physical properties of a substance are those properties which do not involve chemical
reactions.

Metals and non-metals have very different properties. The properties to be examined in this activity
do not involve chemical reactions and are sometimes referred to as physical properties to distinguish
them from chemical properties. Examples of physical properties are: colour, state, melting point,
conductivity, malleability, and ductility.
		Malleable
means the ability to change your shape, to be rolled into sheets.
W
		Ductile
means the ability to be stretched out, to be made into a wire.
W
Consider the following:

									The attractions between the 		
									cores and the free moving
									outer electrons pulls all the
									atoms in a metal into a closely
									packed lattice. Each layer packs
									into the spaces of the layer next
									to it. This can explain
									properties such as hardness and
									density.
Since the outer electrons are not fixed to
particular atoms they can easily be made
to move by applying a voltage. Metals
therefore make good conductors.
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The shapes of metals can be altered by beating them. The force of hitting the metal
causes the atoms to slide over each other but the strong attractions from the free 		
										moving electrons keeps
										them together. This
										property is known as
									maleability. Thus, metals are
									maleable thanks to the
				
attractive forces between the atoms acting equally all round.
Metals can also be drawn out into thin
wires by stretching. This property is
called ductility. Metals are ductile thanks
to the attractive forces acting in all
directions. This permits atoms to move
without the forces of attraction being
permanently broken.
Think about the diagrams above and on the previous page.
Think about the hardness of metals.
•

The Alkali Metals in Group 1 are amongst the softest of metals.
Suggest a possible reason for this. (Clue: How many electrons.)

•

They get softer as you go down the group Li → Cs. Suggest a reason.

Think about metals and how they conduct electricity.
•

Which electrons can move about easily in the metallic lattice?

•

What effect does putting the metal in a circuit and applying a voltage
across it have on these electrons?

Think about metals and how they can be dented without breaking.
•

What do the atoms have to do when the shape of the metal is changed?

•

What keeps the atoms held together in the metal even when they are
made to move?

•

How do the mobile electrons explain why metallic bonding can act
equally in all directions around each atom in the structure?

•

Metals can often be made harder by hammering. Suggest a reason.

Think about metals and how they can be drawn into wires by pulling.
•

What do the atoms have to do when the metal is pulled into a wire?

•

Why is the thin wire produced still relatively strong?
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Boiling Points

When a metal is boiled, all the forces of attraction between the atoms must be overcome to allow its
atoms to move around completely freely as a gas. So the boiling points of metals must be a guide to
the strengths of the attractive forces between their atoms.
The aim of this activity is to relate the boiling points of metals to the bonding in the lattice.
				
1.
					

First consider the metals which are in group 1 of the periodic
table. Use a data booklet to find their boiling points.

				
2.
					

Plot a graph of the boiling points (y-axis) against the group 1 		
metals listed in order along the x-axis.

Think about the graph you have drawn.
•

What trend in boiling point do you notice on going down the group 1
metals of the periodic table? (A trend is just the general direction in a
graph and not the detailed shape.)

•

Is the distance of the outermost electron from the nucleus increasing or
decreasing on going down the group? (Clue: Each atom has one more
energy level than the one above it.)

•

According to the boiling points, is the bonding strength increasing or
decreasing as the outermost electron becomes farther from the nucleus?

•

Electrostatic forces decrease with increasing distance. In theory, then,
what will happen to the strength of attraction between the outermost
electrons and the positive cores as the atoms increase in size?

				
1.
					
					

Now consider going across part of a row in the periodic table. 		
Use a data booklet to find the boiling points of K, Ca and Ga.
These are in columns 1, 2, and 3 of the fourth period (row).

				
2.
					

Plot a graph of the boiling points (y-axis) against these three
metals listed in order along the x-axis.

Think about the second graph you have drawn.
•

What trend in boiling point is there on going along these three metals?

•

Is the number of their outermost electrons increasing or decreasing?
(Clue: Look up their electron arrangements in a data booklet.)

•

According to the boiling points, is the bonding strength increasing or
decreasing as the number of outermost electrons increases?

•

According to the idea of metallic bonding, would you expect more
outermost electrons to hold the positive cores together more strongly?
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Very Weak Attractions - London Dispersion Forces

This activity is about the evidence for very weak forces of attraction between atoms of the noble gases.

Normally, a noble gas such as neon is thought of as having atoms that do not bond to each other at
all. As a consequence the atoms fly about singly as a gas.
								
However, upon cooling neon first becomes
								liquid and then turns solid - admittedly
								at an extremely low temperature. If there
								were no forces of attraction, not even tiny
								ones, then it would be impossible to make
								neon turn liquid or solid because there
								would be no force to hold the atoms
								together.
								These very weak attractions are known as
								London Dispersion Forces and are named
								after the German-American physicist Fritz
								London. London Dispersion forces are so
								
weak that even 0 °C is more than hot
								enough to overcome these attractions in
								neon.
								
When dealing with chemicals with widely
different Melting & Boiling Points, scientists will often prefer the Kelvin Temperature scale which
uses absolute zero (zero energy - impossible to have in reality) as its lowest temperature.
The ‘degree’ value remains the same but the word ‘degree’ and symbol (° ) are not used. So for
100 °C we would say “100 degrees Centigrade” but for 100 K we simply say “100 Kelvin”.
Think about the different states of neon shown in the diagrams above.
•

Which type of bonding is holds the atoms together in solid neon?

•

At what Kelvin temperature does the solid lattice break up and turn		
liquid? (Note: 273 K = 0 °C)

•

At what Kelvin temperature do the atoms break free from the liquid
state and become a gas? (Clue: Look up the boiling point.)

•

In terms of bonding strength, why does it require so little heat energy
to boil neon?
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To understand what a London Dispersion Forces is, you need to think about the
structure of a neutral atom. It has a tiny nucleus containing all the positive
charge and a cloud of negatively charged electrons around it. Usually the
cloud of electrons is shown as spread evenly around the nucleus.
In this case, the centre of negative charge and the centre of positive charge
are at the same point - they cancel each other perfectly.
But what happens if the cloud of electrons wobbles?
Suppose that for one moment the electron cloud has wobbled to the right. The
centre of negative charge will now be a little to the right of the nucleus. As a
result, the atom is no longer symmetrically neutral. The left side of the atom
is now slightly positive while the right side is slightly negative.
The Greek letter delta, δ, is used to denote a slight amount. Thus δ+ (delta plus)
means slightly positive and δ- (delta minus) means slightly negative.
Scientists call this kind of charge separation a dipole. The atom has two electric poles (di = two),
one slightly positive and one slightly negative. In this case, the dipole is very brief or temporary. As
the electron cloud wobbles about so the dipole keeps changing too.
However, the brief wobble on one atom will immediately affect the cloud of electrons on any nearby
atom. The slightly positive side of one atom will attract the negative electrons of another atom thus
inducing a momentary dipole in the second atom.
London
Dispersion
Force

temporary dipole

neutral atom		

temporary dipole		

induced dipole

So there will be a momentary attraction between the δ+ charge on one atom and the δ- charge on
the other. It is these tiny fleeting attractions between atoms that are known as London Dispersion
forces.
			A London Dispersion Force is the electrostatic attraction between a
W
			
temporary dipole and a temporary induced dipole.
Think about an atom with its positive nucleus and a cloud of negative
electrons around the nucleus.
•

How is it possible for an uneven distribution of charge to arise in a
neutral atom?

•

What do the δ+ and δ- signs stand for in the diagrams above?

•

What effect does an uneven charge distribution in one atom have on a
nearby atom?

•

What actually causes the two atoms to be attracted to each other?

•

Why do you think the force of attraction is very small?
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⑤

Noble Gas Series
Every atom has a nucleus with a cloud of electrons round it that can wobble.
This means that all atoms must have London Dispersion forces acting between
them. But these are such small forces that they are often ignored, especially in
the presence of other much stronger types of bond.

			
			
			
			

			
However, for the noble gases London Dispersion is the only type of bonding
			force present. So the melting points and boiling points of the noble gases must
			
depend entirely on the strengths of London Dispersion forces.
The aim of this part is to look at the relationship between the boiling points of the noble gases and the
strengths of the London Dispersion forces between their atoms.
The key factor affecting the strength of the London Dispersion forces is the size of the atoms
involved. The diagram shows the relative sizes of the atoms in the noble gas family.

Think about the atoms in the noble gas family.
•

In which atom will the electron cloud be able to wobble about most?
(Clue: What effect is distance from the nucleus likely to have?)

•

In which noble gas should the London Dispersion forces be strongest?
(Clue: The bigger the wobble, the greater the strength of the London
Dispersion forces.)

•

In which noble gas would you expect the boiling point to be highest?
(Clue: The greater the attractions, the higher the heat energy needed to
separate the atoms and allow free movement in the gas state.)

				1.
Plot a graph of boiling points (y-axis) for the noble gases
					
(listed in order along the x-axis). Is the trend what you
					expected?
				2.

Explain the trend in boiling points.
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Molecular & Network Elements		
◉

Introduction

1.2

There are two types of covalent element - those that have discrete molecules such as
hydrogen (H2) and phosphorus (P4 ), and those that have giant network structures
such as the diamond form of carbon (C).
Molecular elements are elements that are made of individual molecules,
i.e. distinct groups of atoms joined together by covalent bonds. Covalent
Networks have vast numbers of atoms joined together by covalent bonds.
This lesson topic is about the elements which exist normally as discrete molecules and those that
exist as giant covalent networks.

①

Diatomic Elements

The simplest molecular elements are diatomic, i.e. each molecule is made of just two atoms.
The purpose of this activity is to consider the bonding forces that exist in diatomic elements,
i.e. in hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and the column 7 elements. These elements have formulae
which emphasise their diatomic nature, e.g. H2 , O2 , I2 , etc.
Substances which are molecular have more than one type of bonding present. Consider fluorine
which is a gas at room temperature.
						Within each molecule (intramolecular) the atoms are
						
strongly held together by a covalent bond.
							A covalent bond is the electrostatic attraction
							
between a shared pair of electrons and the
W
							positively-charged nuclei of the two atoms which
							are sharing these electrons.
						Most commonly, the covalent bond is represented simply
						
by a solid line, F — F.
Between the molecules of fluorine (intermolecular) there are also forces of attraction.
							
The intermolecular forces in this case are the weak
strong
							
London Dispersion forces that you met in
covalent
							connection
with the noble gases. These weak
bond
							
attractions exist between all atoms and so they 		
							must also exist between all molecules since
							molecules are made of atoms.
							Despite being weak, these intermolecular forces 		
							cannot be ignored.
							In
molecular elements they determine the physical
weak London
							
properties of melting point, boiling point, and 		
Dispersion forces
							hardness.
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Think about the bonding in fluorine.
•

Below -220 °C ( 50 K) fluorine is a solid. Which type of bonding holds
the molecules together in solid fluorine?

•

When solid fluorine melts, which of the two types of bonding present
breaks? And which bonding remains unbroken?

•

Chlorine atoms are larger than fluorine atoms. Does this mean that the
London Dispersion forces will be larger or smaller than in fluorine?

•

In terms of the intermolecular forces, explain why you expect chlorine
to have a higher or a lower melting point than fluorine?

				
1.
Find out the melting points of the column 7 elements from a 		
					data book.
				
2.
Plot a graph of the melting points (y-axis) against the halogens
					
listed in order along the x-axis. Describe the trend. (Is this the 		
					trend you expected?)

②

Larger Covalent Molecules

Clearly, the intermolecular attraction between molecules increases as the size of the atoms
increases. But what about the number of atoms in the molecule?
The aim of this activity is to examine the effect, if any, that the number of atoms in the molecule
has on the overall strength of attraction between the molecules.
Chlorine, phosphorus, and sulfur are molecular elements in the same row of the periodic
table and have atoms that are of very similar size.

				
				

Use a data booklet to find out the melting points of these three
elements. Describe the trend. (Is the trend what you expected?)

Think about the melting points in relation to the molecular structures.
•

Why is it important for the atoms in these molecules to be of very
similar size if the comparison is to be fair?

•

What trend in melting point is there in relation to the number of atoms
per molecule?
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•

What is the molecular formula of phosphorus? (Clue: Count the atoms.)
What formula do we use for phosphorus in equations?

•

Why are more London Dispersion forces possible between phosphorus
molecules than between chlorine molecules?

•

What is the molecular formula of sulfur?
What formula do we use for sulfur in equations?

•

In terms of intermolecular forces, explain why the melting point of
sulfur is higher than the other two? (Hint: must describe all 3
elements and be specific about the intermolecular forces present.)

The common forms of carbon are diamond and graphite, neither of which
have molecular structures. However, relatively recently, molecular forms of
carbon have been discovered. These are known as fullerenes and they exist
as large molecules containing 60 or more carbon atoms joined together to
form spheres or oval cage-like structures.
				

Examine a model of this fullerene.

				
				
				

(It is an interesting challenge to build a model for
yourself but you have to be sure that you really have half an
hour of time to spare!)

Think about the model of the fullerene containing 60 carbon atoms per
molecule.
•

What is the molecular formula for this fullerene?
What formula would be used in an equation?

•

How would you describe the shape of this molecule?

•

This fullerene is solid, but would you expect it to be a high density
solid or a low density solid? (Clue: Think about space.)

•

In the solid, which type of bonding holds the atoms together within
each molecule (intramolecular), and which type of bonding holds the
molecules together (intermolecular)?

•

Which bonding has to be broken to allow the molecules to move about
upon melting?

•

Which bonding has to be broken to allow the molecules to react with
oxygen during a combustion reaction? What would be the product?
How would you test for the product?

•

Does this mean the melting point will be extremely high (over 1000 °C),
or extremely low (below 0 °C), or moderate (like sulfur)?

•

Carbon atoms are smaller than sulfur atoms. Explain how this would
effect the strength of their London Dispersion forces.

•

Fullerene molecules have a higher melting point than sulfur molecules.
Explain.
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Diamond and graphite are both network forms of the same element, carbon, and yet their
properties are very different. This means that their structures must be different too.
This activity is about the network structures of the diamond & graphite forms of carbon and how these
explain their different properties and uses.
The diagram shows two carbon atoms joined by
sharing a pair of electrons. Each atom has 3 more
unpaired electrons, so each can bond to 3 more
carbon atoms which, in turn, can bond to more
atoms, and so on, until a huge network of covalently
bonded atoms has been formed.
				
				

Examine the model of the “Diamond Structure” to see what the
network structure looks like in three dimensions.

Think about the bonding in the diamond structure.
•

Why can the arrangement of bonds around each carbon atom be
described as tetrahedral? (Clue: What shape do you get by joining up
the 4 neighbouring carbon atoms?)

•

Why can the diamond structure be described as a lattice?
(Clue: Remember what the word lattice means.)

•

In terms of bonding, would you expect this network structure to be
malleable or not? (Clue: Are the bonding electrons free-moving?)

•

A covalent network gives a very strong and hard structure. How does
the bonding explain this? (Clue: What has to be broken to cut or break
such a structure? And how strong are these bonds?)

•

Why do you think that diamond is used industrially for cutting glass
and for rock-boring drills?

In graphite, each carbon is covalently bonded to just three
neighbours. This leaves one other outermost electron on
each carbon, shown as a dot in the diagram.
Joining to three neighbours gives a flat two-dimensional
network. The outermost electrons that are not used in
shared pairs are free- moving and shared across all the
atoms in their layer.
Graphite therefore has two types of bonding electron in its
structure, i) those that are fixed in position as shared pairs,
and ii) those that are free-moving as delocalised electrons across
an entire layer.

				
				

Examine the model of the “Graphite Structure” to see what the
network structure looks like in three dimensions.
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Examine a piece of graphite to compare its properties with diamond. 		
Record your results in a table.

Think about the structure, bonding and properties of graphite.
•

How would you describe the arrangement of atoms within a layer?
(Clue: What ring shape is obvious? Are the rings flat or zigzagged?)

•

What are the two types of bonding electron within a layer? How does
this make conduction along the layer possible?

•

What type of bonding force acts between the layers? (Clue: This type
of bonding is always present between any atoms.)

•

Why is it easy for one layer to slide along over an other layer?
(Clue: What bonding needs to be overcome? Is it strong or weak?)

•

Which property of the structure is important when graphite is used:
a) as a solid lubricant, b) for electrodes, c) as the ‘lead’ in pencils,
d) as the electric contacts to the rotating part of a motor.

④

Other Networks

Not many elements have covalent network structures.
In fact, in the first twenty elements of the periodic table
there are only three.
This activity is about the structures of boron and silicon
and looks at how the network structure of these and carbon
relates to their melting points.
					These diagrams illustrate just
					
a tiny part of each covalent
					
network structure.
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Think about these three network structures.

⑤

•

In terms of bonding and structure, why are all three of these elements
solid at room temperature?

•

Why is it not surprising to find that silicon has the same bonding
structure as carbon? (Clue: Think about electron arrangements.)

•

To melt these elements, what type of bonding has to be broken before
the atoms can move about in the liquid state?

•

Will melting therefore require little heat energy, or lots? Why?

•

Would you therefore expect these elements to have high, medium, or
low melting points? (Use a data booklet to see if you are right.)

•

Boron is a very hard substance? In terms of bonding structure, why
should this be?

Elements 1 - 20

You will be expected to know in detail the bonding structure of the first 20 elements and be able to
describe what kind of bonds are involved in both physical and chemical changes.
This activity is about the bonding structures of the first 20 elements

				All atoms wobble so London Dispersion forces exist in all 20 elements.
				Where stronger bonds exist, they can sometimes make the London 		
				
Dispersion forces ‘irrelevant’ as they will have minimal effect on both
				physical and chemical properties.
In other elements, the stronger bonds can determine the chemical properties while the weaker
London Dispersion forces determine the physical properties.
Only the Noble Gases have London Dispersion forces only.
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Think about the bonding structure of the first 20 elements.
•

What types of bonding are present in the Metallic Lattices? Which type
determines the chemical properties? The physical properties?

•

What types of bonding are present in the Covalent Networks? Which
type determines the chemical properties? The physical properties?

•

What types of bonding are present in the Covalent Molecules? Which
type determines the chemical properties? The physical properties?

•

Which type of bonding is present in the Noble Gases?
Which type determines the physical properties?

Periodic Trends & Properties			
◉

Introduction

1.3

You have already seen that the strength of some types of bonding is influenced by the size of atom
involved. This in turn can affect physical properties such as melting point, boiling point, and
hardness. Chemical properties can also be involved. For example, the removal of electrons to form
ions can be effected by the size of the atom.
This lesson topic looks more closely at the size of atoms and the way that they vary within the
periodic table.

①

Atomic Radius

Since atoms are round, the size of an atom could be defined by its radius, i.e. the distance from the
centre of the atom to its edge. The problem is that an atom does not have a definite edge!
Most diagrams typically show atoms using a Dalton-type picture that has a clear cut edge. But real
atoms as Rutherford’s model tries to show, are mainly empty space with no definite boundary for
the electron cloud.
This activity is about using atomic radii to define the sizes of atoms.
The best that can be done is to define the radius as half the distance between the centres of two
atoms. But this depends on whether the atoms are covalently bonded or simply held by London
Dispersion forces.

r

r

r

Atoms that are held together
by London Dispersion forces
(and by ionic bonds) do not
overlap electron clouds.
Atoms held by covalent or
metallic bonds must overlap
electron clouds.

You can see this by studying the diagram of molecules in a solid diatomic element, such as iodine.
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pm =
=

picometre
1 x 10-12 m

There are two possible ways of measuring the size of an atom using ‘pictures’ obtained using X-rays.
Using atoms that are bonded to each other produces a measure that is known as the Covalent
Radius. Using atoms that are lying adjacent to each other (held only by weaker forces, such as
London Dispersion forces) produces a measure that is known as the van der Waals Radius.
		Van der Waals is the general name given to all the different types of intermolecular
		
forces that exist between molecules. London Dispersion forces are the only intermolecular
W
		
forces found in elements but other types can exist between molecules of compounds.

Think about the diagram showing diatomic molecules in solid iodine.
•

What is the significance of the iodine being solid? (Hint: how are
particles arranged in a solid?)

•

What forces of attractions exist between the molecules of iodine?

•

Which radius (r1 or r2) is the covalent radius and which is the van der
Waals radius? (How did you decide?)

•

Which type of radius is available in the Data Book? Suggest a reason 		
why it is ‘easier’ to measure this radius rather than the other type.

•

From the diagram, what is the value of the covalent radius for iodine?
(Check your answer by consulting a data booklet.)

•

From the diagram, what is the value of the van der Waals radius for 		
iodine?

•

Which radius gives the more accurate measurement of the size of
an atom?

•

What conditions have to exist to allow van der Waals radii to be
measured? (Hint: element or compound? state? bonding?)

•

In how many of the first 20 elements of the Periodic Table do these
conditions exist?
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Atomic Size & the Periodic Table

The purpose of this activity is to examine how
atomic size changes on going down a column
in the periodic table and also on going across a row.

Going Down A Group (Column)
Fluorine and chlorine are both in column 7
of the periodic table.
The diagrams show the target pictures for
these two atoms.
Think about the elements in column 7, the halogens.
•

What is the electron arrangement for an atom of fluorine?

•

How many energy levels are the electrons arranged in?

•

What is the electron arrangement for an atom of chlorine?

•

How many energy levels are the electrons arranged in?

•

Which of these atoms would you expect to be larger? Why?

•

What would you predict about the size of bromine? Why?

•

Do the actual covalent radii agree with your thoughts on these
questions? (Check the covalent radii in a data booklet.)

•

What about going down other groups? Is the pattern the same?

Going Across A Period (Row)
As well as the number of electron shells, there are always (at least) two other factors that can
influence the size of an atom.
number of electrons in a shell

➠

the more electrons, the greater the repulsions

number of protons in a nucleus

➠

the more protons, the greater the attraction

As you go across a period both the number of protons and the number of electrons are increasing.
Think about the effect of these changes.
•

As more electrons go into a shell, what happens to the repulsions? What
will happen to the electron cloud? How would this effect the atomic 		
radius?

•

As more protons go into the nucleus, what happens to the attraction 		
for the electron cloud? What will happen to the electron cloud? How
would this effect the atomic radius?
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Theoretical Chemistry can only go so far in predicting what effect changes will have, and sometimes
we can come up with two equally valid predictions. The final word must always lie with Practical
Measurements which will tell us which of our theories is the most valid.

Think about the atoms within the second period (row).
•

A beryllium atom has one more electron than a lithium atom, but is it
actually larger?

•

What happens to the atomic size as you move to the right across the
second period?

•

Does this same trend happen on going across other periods in the table?

On going across a period, the number of energy levels remains the same. So within a row, adding an
electron does not add another layer. On the other hand, the charge on the nucleus is also changing
and this turns out to be the dominant factor .
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Think about the target pictures for lithium and beryllium and the one
electron pointed out in each picture.

③

•

In the lithium atom, what is the size of the nuclear charge which is
attracting this outermost electron?

•

In the beryllium atom, what is the size of the nuclear charge which is
attracting the outermost electron at the top?

•

Will this mean that the electrostatic attraction for this outermost
electron is greater in beryllium or lithium?

•

So which of these two atoms will pull its outermost electrons inwards
more? Which one should therefore be smaller?

•

Which atom from lithium to fluorine will have the greatest attraction
between its nucleus and the outermost electrons? Why?

•

Which atom from lithium to fluorine is likely to be the smallest?

First Ionisation Energy

The purpose of this activity is to look at the idea of removing an electron from an atom.
The easiest electron to remove from an atom is always on the outside. Being furthest from
the nucleus the outermost electrons are the least tightly held.
In the case of sodium the first
electron to be removed is the single
outermost electron.
Na(g)

Na+(g) +

e_

The energy needed to remove the first electron from sodium atoms is 502 kilojoules per mole,
i.e. 502 kJ mo1- 1. This is the energy required to remove one electron from every atom in a mole of
free sodium atoms, hence the gas state symbols in the equation.
In the case of chlorine the first
electron to be removed again comes
from the outermost electrons.
Cl(g)

Cl+(g) +

e_

The energy needed to remove the first electron from chlorine atoms is 1260 kJ mo1- 1. This is the
energy required to remove one electron from every atom in a mole of free chlorine atoms (not
molecules) so there is no 2 after the Cl symbol. Notice also that the removal of an electron results in a
positive ion and not the usual negative chloride ion. Since just one electron per atom is removed, this
is called the first ionisation energy.
		The first ionisation energy of an element is the energy required to remove one electron
W from every atom in a mole of free atoms. It is measured in kJ mo1- 1.
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Think about the idea of ionisation energy.

④

•

Why should an outer electron be easier to remove than an inner one?

•

Why does the ion formed always have a positive charge?

•

What would be the equation for the first ionisation of magnesium?

•

Why will the ion formed have only a single positive charge?

•

What is the energy needed for this change? (Use a data booklet.)

•

What would be the equation for the first ionisation of fluorine?

•

What is ‘unusual’ about the charge on the fluorine ion produced?

Across a Period and Down a Group

Going across a period in the periodic table the number of electrons in each atom increases
and on going down a group a new energy level adds a layer, or shell, of electrons for each
element. But what happens to the energy required to remove an electron?
This activity examines how the first ionisation energy changes on going across a period or down a group
in the periodic table.
			

First, consider the second period which goes across from lithium.

				
				

Use a data booklet to help you plot a graph of first ionisation energy 		
against each element of the second period (Li to Ne along the x-axis).

Think about the graph which you have plotted.
•

What general trend do you notice in the graph? Is the trend perfect?

•

What effect should the increase in nuclear charge have on the strength
of attraction for the outer electrons?

•

As you move along the period should this make it easier or harder to
remove one outer electron?

•

The same arguments should apply to the third period elements. Do
they show a similar trend for first ionisation energy?

On going down a group in the periodic table a new energy
level adds a layer, or shell, of electrons for each element.
Each layer increasingly screens the outermost electrons
from the nucleus. On the other hand the nuclear charge
is also increasing.
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Plot a graph of ionisation energy against each element of column 1 in
the periodic table (Li to Cs along the x-axis).

Think about the second graph you have plotted.
•

What general trend do you observe in the graph?

•

How will the increasing nuclear charge affect the ionisation energy?

•

What effect should the fact that the outermost electrons become further
from the nucleus have?

•

What effect should the screening by more and more electrons have?

•

From your graph which factors seem to be having the greatest effect?

Further Ionisation Energies

⑤

The purpose of this activity is to consider the idea of removing a second electron from an atom,
i.e. after one electron has already been removed.
For example, removing a second
electron from chlorine means
removing an electron from the
positive chlorine ion.
Cl2+(g) +

Cl+(g)

e_

		The second ionisation energy is the energy required to remove one electron from every
W atom in a mole of free atoms once a first electron has already been removed.
		

Energy (kJ mol-1)

Think about the second ionisation of chlorine.
•

What general trend do you observe in the graph?

•

Why is the product of the change a doubly positive ion?

•

Would you expect it to be easier or harder to remove this second
electron compared to removing the first electron? Why?

•

How does the value of second ionisation energy for chlorine compare
with the first ionisation energy? (Use a data booklet to find these.)

•

What would be the symbol equation for the second ionisation of
magnesium and the second ionisation of fluorine?

25000

Continuing to remove electrons from an atom
reveals information about the electron arrangement.

20000

For example, the dramatic increase between the 2nd
and 3rd ionisation energies, confirms that the 3rd
electron is closer to the nucleus and, therefore, much
harder to remove.

15000
10000
5000

1st

2st

3st

4st

This provides us with evidence of the different shells.
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Examine the Ionisation Energy table in your Data Book.
•

Consider the Alkali Metals. Which Group are they in? How many outer
electrons? Where does the dramatic increase occur?

•

The Group II elements include Be, Mg, Ca and Sr. How many outer 		
electrons? Where does the dramatic increase occur?

•

Consider Boron and Aluminium. How many outer electrons? Where 		
does the dramatic increase occur?

•

Predict where the dramatic increase would occur for silicon, for
phosphorus, for sulfur and for chlorine.

Note: When considering ‘dramatic increases’, you should look for ‘multiples’ rather than for
‘additions’. For example:
					Na		1st		2nd		3rd
							496		

4562		

6910

					addition		4066		2348
					multiple		

x 9		

x 1.5

Covalent Molecular Compounds		
◉

1.4

Introduction

This section is about the different types of bonding that occur in compounds. Some of the types of
bonding that you met in connection with elements also occur in compounds, for example, covalent
xx
bonding and London Dispersion forces.
x
x

The purpose of this lesson topic is to investigate in more detail the way
that the temperature of reactants affects the rate of a chemical reaction.

①

xx
x
x

x•

x
x

xx

F •x C x• F

xx

Bonding & Properties

F

x
x

•x

F

xx

x
x

xx

x
x

This activity considers the bonding present in molecular compounds and how this affects
properties such as their melting and boiling points.
In a covalent molecular compound, the covalent bonding is confined to within discrete molecules.
The key to the formation of such covalent molecules is often the achievement of stable electron
arrangements.
Carbon tetrafluoride is a gas. However, this does not mean that there
are no attractive forces between the molecules otherwise it would
be impossible to liquefy or solidify it upon sufficient cooling.
There are very weak intermolecular attractions and these are the
London Dispersion forces. In the case of molecular compounds,
it is the intermolecular forces which determine such properties
as hardness, melting point, and boiling point.

strong
covalent bonds

weak London
dispersion forces
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Think about the bonding present in carbon fluoride.
•

Which type of bonding holds the atoms together within each molecule?

•

Which type of bonding holds the molecules together when the
compound is cooled below its melting point?

•

In terms of bonding, why is CF4 a gas at room temperature?

•

Even when cooled to a solid, CF4 is not a strong substance. In terms of
bonding, why should this be?

			
			

In your Notes, complete the table on Covalent Molecules to show ‘Dot-and-		
Cross’ pictures, Structural and Molecular Formulae as well as Names.
Think about these molecules and their structural formulae.

②

•

In terms of electrons, what does each line in the formula stand for?

•

In terms of bonding type, what does a line in a the formula stand for?

•

Which of these molecules has a double bond in it? In terms of
electrons, what is a double bond?

•

What do di, tri, and tetra mean in the names of some of the molecules?

•

Which molecule is diatomic? (Clue: What does diatomic mean?)

Effect of Increasing Atomic Size

As you know, the strength of the van der Waals force is affected by the sizes of the atoms that are
involved.
This activity looks at the effect that increasing atomic size has on the melting points of the
carbon tetrahalides.

			
Plot a graph of the melting points of these compounds against the covalent
			
radius of the halogen in each molecule. Covalent radii are available in your
			Data Book.
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Think about the graph you have drawn.

③

•

How would you describe the trend in your graph?

•

In which of these compounds are the London dispersion forces the
strongest?

•

Why do larger atoms in the molecule lead to stronger London
dispersion forces?

•

Why, then, is carbon chloride a liquid at room temperature rather than
a solid or a gas?

Effect of Increasing the Number of Atoms

Even if the sizes of the atoms are kept the same, the number of atoms in the molecule can affect the
attraction between molecules.
This activity is about the effect that increasing the number of atoms has on the boiling points of the
alkanes.

			
Plot a graph of the boiling points of the alkane series from propane C3H8
			to octane C8H18 . Values are available in your Data Book.
Think about the graph which you have drawn and the molecules involved.
•

How would you describe the trend in your graph?

•

Why are there more London dispersion forces between two octane
molecules than between two propane molecules?

•

How does this explain why octane is a liquid whereas propane is a gas
at room temperature?

•

Candle wax contains hydrocarbon molecules such as C50H102. In terms
of bonding forces, why is candle wax easy to melt?

•

Why is candle wax not a strong substance?

•

Why have we chosen not to include methane and ethane in our graph?
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Unequal Sharing

You are already aware that covalent molecules
involves the sharing of pairs of electrons within
the molecule but that wobbles can lead to London
Dispersion forces (temporary) between molecules.

weak London
Dispersion

But what if the electrons are not shared equally?
Will it make any difference?
The aim of this activity is to explore the effect that unequal sharing of electrons in a covalent
bond has on the atoms at either end of the bond and on the intermolecular bonding.
In a molecule such as fluorine both atoms are exactly the same. So both atoms have an equal
attraction for the bonding pair of electrons which are equally shared. This type of covalent bond is
sometimes called a pure covalent bond.
				
In hydrogen fluoride the two atoms are different. A fluorine atom has a
				
stronger attraction for electrons than a hydrogen atom. As a result the
				
bonding pair is pulled more toward the fluorine. This can be shown by
				
drawing an arrow on the bonding line pointing toward the fluorine 		
				atom.
The fluorine atom becomes slightly negatively charged (δ-) since the bonding pair of electrons has
been pulled closer to it. The hydrogen atom is slightly positive (δ+) since the bonding pair of
electrons has been pulled away from it.
Thus the bond has a permanent dipole with the positive pole at the hydrogen end and the negative
pole at the fluorine end. Such a bond is known as a polar covalent bond.
These permanent dipoles set up attractions that are
						
stronger than London Dispersion forces and are usually
						described as Polar - Polar or Dipole - Dipole attractions.
stronger
						These
intermolecular forces are the second type of van 		
polar - polar
						der
Waals forces met in this Topic.				
attractions

						

Think carefully about the H—F and F—F molecules discussed above.
•

Why should the electron pair in the covalent bond between two fluorine
atoms be shared equally?

•

Why is the electron pair in a covalent bond between hydrogen and
fluorine not shared equally?

•

How does the unequal sharing of electrons cause the bond to have a
permanent dipole?

•

Why is this type of bond called a polar covalent bond?

•

Suggest the main reason why Polar-Polar attractions are stronger than
London Dispersion forces?

These are both Dipole-Dipole attractions. London Dispersion forces are more
accurately described as temporary Dipole - induced Dipole.
•

How should the Polar-Polar attractions be more accurately described?
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How Strong an Attraction? - Electronegativity

Fluorine atoms have the strongest attraction of all elements for electrons in covalent bonds.
So how do other atoms compare?
This activity is about how different atoms have different strengths of attraction for electrons in covalent
bonds.
There is no exact measure of this attraction, but over the years chemists have developed a scale
which describes the relative attraction the atoms of each element have for electrons. This scale is
known as the electronegativity scale and you will find a list of electronegativity values in a data
book.
			Electronegativity is a measure of the attraction an atom which is involved
W
			
in a covalent bond has for the shared electrons of the bond.
			
1.
				
				

In your Notes you will find a
partially completed table on
“Periodic Pattern: Electronegativity”.

			
2.
				
				

Use the list of electronegativities in
a data booklet to complete the
table for the selected elements.

Examine the electronegativity values in your completed table.
•

What is the highest value of electronegativity?

•

Which element has the lowest value of electronegativity?

•

How do the electronegativity values change as you move across a period
from left to right? (There are no values given for the noble gases as
they do not normally form covalent compounds.)

•

How do the electronegativity values change as you move down a group?

•

Would you expect a sulphur atom or a nitrogen atom to have a stronger
attraction for bonding electrons? Why?

The difference between the electronegativities of the two atoms in a
covalent bond can be used to determine how polar the bond is. The larger
the difference in value the more polar the bond.

H—Br
H—I

Use electronegativity values for hydrogen, bromine and iodine to consider
the bonds in hydrogen bromide and hydrogen iodide.
•

Which atom in each molecule has the stronger attraction for electrons?

•

Which end of each bond will be σ+ and which will be σ-?

•

Which way should the arrow be drawn on each of these bonds?

•

Would you expect the H-Br bond or the H-I bond to be more polar?
(Clue: Calculate the differences in electronegativity values.)
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Determining Polarity

If bonds can be polar can molecules also be polar? If so, is there an easy way to detect if a
compound contains polar molecules?
This activity is about polar molecules and one property which can be used to detect when
they are present in a liquid.
			
			
			
			

A water molecule is an example of a polar molecule.
It is polar because of the two polar covalent bonds. In
each O—H bond the electrons are more strongly
attracted towards the oxygen atom.

			
			

As you can see from the diagram the water molecule
has a slightly positive side and a slightly negative side.

			

This is what makes the molecule as a whole polar.

			
A polar molecule is a molecule which has a
				
permanent slightly positive charge on one side
W
				
and a permanent slightly negative charge on
				the other.
Liquids which contain polar molecules can be detected using a charged
rod (e.g. a plastic ruler rubbed with a cloth). The fine jet of liquid from
a burette is attracted to a charged rod if the liquid contains polar molecules
but the jet remains straight if the liquid contains only non-polar molecules.
			
			
			
			

Bromine is an example of non-polar molecule. It does not
have a positive side and a negative side. Liquid bromine
would give a straight jet in this polarity test.
(Note: Bromine is too dangerous to try.)

			
1.
				

If available, try the polarity test with water, paraffin, alcohol and white
spirit using the burettes already set up.

			
2.
				

A copy of the table shown below can be found in your Notes. Use your
Data Book to complete the missing information.

H3C—CH3
ethane

H3C—NH2

methylamine

H3C—OH
methanol

H3C—Cl

chloromethane
most polar

non-polar
Bpt ( °C )

- 89		

- 6			

65		

- 24

electrons

18		

18			

18		

26

mass

30		

31			

32		

48.5

Think about the information contained in the completed table.
•

Is there a trend linking polarity and Boiling Point? Is it consistent?

•

What other factors might be effecting the Boiling Point?
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Polar Molecules							1.5
◉

Introduction

Previously you have seen how individual covalent bonds can be polar
and that molecules as a whole can be polar.
But does the presence of polar covalent bonds always result in a
polar molecule? And how does polarity within a molecule affect
the forces between molecules?
This lesson topic looks at how the shape of a molecule can affect its overall polarity
and how this in turn can affect the forces acting between molecules.

①

Shape and Polarity

This activity considers how the shape of a molecule can affect its overall polarity.
Building 3-dimensional models of molecules is the best way to appreciate their real shapes.
				
				
				

Use a box of model atoms to construct
a model of a water molecule and a
model of a carbon dioxide molecule.

First think about the model of a water molecule.
•

How would you describe the shape of the water molecule?

•

Towards which atom are the electrons in the bonds attracted?

•

How does this result in the molecule as a whole being polar?
(Hint: What has to exist in a polar molecule?)

First think about the model of the carbon dioxide molecule.
•

How would you describe the shape of the carbon dioxide molecule?
Are the atoms all in a line?

•

Towards which atom are the electrons in the bonds attracted?

•

Does this give opposite ends of the molecule opposite charges?

•

Why does this result in the molecule as a whole being non-polar?

•

In what sense do the two dipoles in the molecule cancel each other?

In completely symmetrical molecules the
dipoles of the bonds always cancel each other.
This is obvious in a linear molecule where the
two dipoles are in direct opposition.
						
						
						
						

In tetrahedral symmetry it is perhaps less obvious 		
but again the dipoles are symmetrically opposed. 		
The result is that a tetrahedral molecule which has
the same type of atom at all four corners is non-polar.
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Construct a model of a methane molecule, CH4 , and a model of a
chloroform molecule, CHCl3 , using green to represent the chlorine atom.

First think about the model of the methane molecule.
•

How would you describe the shape of the methane molecule?

•

In which direction are the electrons in the bonds attracted?

•

Will the molecule have a positive side and a negative side?

•

Why then is methane non-polar?

First think about the model of the chloroform molecule.

②

•

How would you describe the shape of the chloroform molecule?

•

In which direction are the electrons in each bond attracted?

•

Are the dipoles symmetrically opposed this time?

•

Why then is chloroform a polar molecule?

Intermolecular Attractions and Solubilities

This activity compares polar and non-polar molecular compounds in terms of intermolecular
forces and the ability of these compounds to dissolve in different solvents.
			Polar-polar attractions are intermolecular forces of attraction between
W
			
molecules (van der Waals forces) which have a permanent overall dipole.
Because polar-polar attractions are between permanent dipoles, they are slightly stronger
van der Waals attractions than London Dispersion forces which are between temporary dipoles.
Intermolecular forces are important in determining whether a compound will dissolve in a
solvent or not. If the intermolecular attractions are fairly similar then the two types of
molecules will be able to mix and move amongst each other easily. Hence the expression
like dissolves like. Liquids which dissolve in each other are said to be miscible.
However, if one substance has much stronger intermolecular attractions, then its molecules will
tend to cluster together and form a separate layer. Liquids which do this are said to be immiscible.
Are polar liquids and non-polar liquids miscible or not? Try this experiment to find out.
				1.
					

Put a 1 cm depth of heptane into 4 dry mini test-tubes and then
add ten drops of a different test liquid to each tube.

				2.
					

Waggle the tubes to mix the liquids. (Do not stopper
them or use your thumb over the ends to shake.)

				3.
Observe and record the results in the table in your
Carry
out experiment
					Notes.
in
fume cupboard or
well ventilated area.
				4.

Empty all tubes into
Solvent Residue bottle
- not down sink !

Repeat steps 1 to 3 using propanone as the solvent.
1 cm depth of solvent and 10 drops of test liquid
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Think about the results of your experiment.
•

Did the non-polar liquids dissolve in the polar solvent?

•

Did the polar liquids dissolve in the non-polar solvent?

•

What do these results suggest about the strengths of the intermolecular
forces in these liquids?

There are a number of different van der Waals forces (intermolecular bonding) that can be set up
involving polar and non-polar molecules.
non-polar — non-polar		

σ+ σ-

σ+ σ-

polar — non-polar			

σ+ σ-

σ+ σ-		

weakest

dipole: temporary — induced
London dispersion

polar — polar

σ+ σ-

σ+ σ-

strongest

permanent — induced 		

permanent — permanent

						polar — polar

Providing no other stronger bonding force is present, any differences in the intermolecular
attractions within polar and non-polar solvents have little effect on their ability to dissolve polar or
non-polar molecular compounds. (Water does have other bonding forces and is dealt with later.)

③

Comparing Boiling Points

The melting points and boiling points of molecular compounds depend entirely on the strengths
of the intermolecular forces between the molecules.
This activity compares the boiling points of polar and non-polar molecular compounds.
It is only fair to compare molecules of similar size, similar shape, and similar number of electrons.
Otherwise the difference in boiling point could be due to London dispersion forces alone.
Here are some pairs of molecules to think about.
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For each pair of molecules consider the following questions.
•

Which molecule is polar and why?

•

Which molecule is non-polar and why?

•

Which molecule will have the stronger intermolecular forces and why?

•

Is the comparison fair? (Shape, size, number of electrons?)

•

Are the boiling points consistent with the intermolecular forces?

•

Why is it not fair to compare bromine with ether?

Hydrogen Bonding & Water		
◉

1.6

Introduction

All bonding forces are electrostatic in origin. It is the different ways in which these bonding forces
arise that leads to the different names. Some bonding forces are extremely weak, such as
London dispersion forces and polar-polar attractions. Others are very strong, such as ionic bonds,
pure covalent bonds, and polar covalent bonds.
And there is yet another type of bonding which is of intermediate strength, being neither very weak
nor very strong, known as hydrogen bonding.
This lesson topic looks at hydrogen bonding, how it arises, and its effect on properties such
as melting point, boiling point, and viscosity.

①

Hydrogen Bonds

In the following polar molecular compounds: ammonia (NH3 ), water (H2O), and hydrogen
fluoride (HF), the intermolecular attractions are much stronger than can be accounted for by
London dispersion forces or polar-polar attractions alone.
This activity is about the extra bonding strength of the hydro gen bond and the situations in which it
can arise.
						A good example is hydrogen fluoride in which the slightly
						
positively charged hydrogen atom in one molecule is
						
attracted to the slightly negatively charged fluorine atom
						of another molecule.
						
At first sight this looks like a normal polar—polar
						
attraction. Two things combine to make the attractions
						significantly stronger.
						 1.

Flourine is small and extremely electronegative.

						 2. The shape of the molecule allows the hydrogen
							atom to line up as shown with in a straight line
							between the two fluorine atoms.
The resulting attractions are much stronger than a normal polar-polar attraction.
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There are, therefore, only 3 polar covalent bonds within molecules
which can give rise to intermolecular hydrogen bonding, namely
N—H, O—H, and F—H.
Atom X in the neighbouring molecule must also be N, O, or F.
Though ‘limited’ to these 3 bonds, the N—H and O—H bonds are
so common that hydrogen bonding is one of the most important
attractions found in Organic Chemistry.
Think about the idea of the hydrogen bond.

②

•

Apart from hydrogen, at least one of three other atoms is necessary to
obtain a hydrogen bond. Of which 3 elements can these atoms be?

•

What two things are special about these 3 atoms?

•

How must the atoms be aligned to obtain a hydrogen bond?

•

Why is hydrogen bonding between ammonia molecules (NH3) possible?

•

Why is hydrogen bonding between phosphine molecules (PH3) not
possible?

Boiling Points

For the size of its molecules, hydrogen fluoride has an unusual boiling point. This becomes more
readily apparent by considering the hydrides of all the elements down column 7 of the periodic
table.
This activity examines the boiling points of the hydrides of the group 7 elements in relation to
the intermolecular forces present.

The row number is the row (or period) of the halogen atom in the periodic table.
			
			

Plot a graph of the boiling point against the row number of the halogen atom.
Label each point with the molecular formula
Think about the graph which you have drawn.
•

In what way does the boiling point of HF stand out as being unusual?

•

Do the boiling points for the other three compounds follow what you
would expect for increasing molecular size?

•

Going backwards down the graph for HI, HBr, and HCl where might
you have expected to find the boiling point for HF?

•

Roughly how many degrees has the boiling point of HF been increased
by the effect of hydrogen bonding?
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The viscosity of a liquid is a measure of how much the molecules tend to stick together. The more
viscous the liquid, the less runny it is.
This activity examines the effect of hydrogen bonding on the viscosity of a liquid by timing how long
two liquids take to drain from a burette.
						It is important that the two liquids have molecules of very
						
similar shape and size to make sure that any difference is
						
not caused by differences in London dispersion forces.

Avoid splashing any
solvent in your eyes

			1.
Collect two clean, dry burettes. Set them up in a fume cupboard or a 		
				well ventilated area.
			2.
				

Fill it carefully with the first liquid to exactly the zero mark. Make
sure the nozzle is full and there are no air bubbles trapped in it.

			3.
				

Use a stopclock to time how long it takes for the liquid to drain from
zero down to 50 ml.

			4.
Let all of the liquid drain out and return it to its own supply bottle for
				this experiment.
			5.

Repeat steps 2 to 5 for the other liquid.

Think about the experiment you did.
•

Which liquid turns out to be more viscous?

•

How would you account for the difference in viscosity?

•

Why did the two molecules have to be of similar size and shape?
(Clue: What other intermolecular force would be different for molecules
of different size?

•

Ideally, the same burette should have been used. Why?

•

Do you think using different burettes had a significant effect on the
results of this experiment?

•

What could have been done to make the experiment more reliable?
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For the size of its molecules, water has an unusual boiling point. This becomes more readily
apparent by considering the hydrides of all the elements down column 6 of the periodic table.
This activity considers the boiling point of water in relation to the boiling points of the other
group 6 elements.

			
			

Plot a graph of the boiling point against the row number of the second element
in each formula. Label each point with the molecular formula
Think about the graph which you have plotted.
•

What is unusual about the position of the boiling point of water?

•

What trend is shown in the boiling point of the other three molecules?

•

What type of intermolecular forces are increasing on going from left to
right along these molecules? Why does it increase?

•

If water had been a non-polar molecule, roughly what boiling point
would it have had? (Clue: Trace a line backwards from the other three.)

•

What bonding force is causing the enormous increase in the boiling
point of water?

•

Why can you say that the increase is not simply due to polar-polar
attractions? (Clue: How do polar-polar attractions compare in strength
with London dispersion forces?)

					
					

Oxygen is one of the 3 small, very electronegative atoms that can
produce the highly polar covalent bonds needed.

					To produce a genuine hydrogen bond the hydrogen must be 		
					‘trapped’ in a straight line between two oxygen atoms as shown
					in the diagram.
					
In liquid water, for example, the molecules are constantly
					moving, spinning and tumbling so hydrogen bonds may rarely
					
be ‘perfect’ and will be constantly breaking and reforming.
					
					
					

A water molecule can form as many as 4 hydrogen bonds, either
through the two δ+ hydrogens, or the two lone pairs of electrons
on the oxygen which will be the sites of the δ- charges.
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Structure of Ice

Everyone knows that ice floats on water. But this is actually a very unusual
property as, normally, solids are denser than their own liquids. You can test
this by dropping pieces of solid candle wax into a tube of melted candle wax.
This activity looks at the structure and bonding in ice and how this
explains its unusual density.
					As water cools it behaves like every other liquid - its molecules
					
slow down and move closer together. However, at about 4°C, the
					
water molecules swing round to maximise the hydrogen bonds 					the hydrogen atoms become ‘trapped’ in straight lines.
					
					
					
					

This arrangement not only makes the structure stronger but it 		
also spaces out the water molecules and so prevents them from
packing closely together. This makes water become less dense so
the solid ice forms floating on the surface.

					
Extra strength comes from the ability of each water molecule to
					
form 4 hydrogen bonds tetrahedrally. The 3 dimensional
					
structure of ice is that of a lattice or network held together by 		
					many hydrogen bonds.
					
Water molecules at the surface of water are being pulled strongly
					
towards the ‘middle’ which explains why water readily forms 		
					drops. This strong pull towards the ‘middle’ also explains why
					water has a high surface tension which allows many small
					creatures to ‘walk on water’.			
Think about the molecules in the ice structure.
•

What type of bonding causes the molecules in ice to be arranged in 		
six-sided rings?

•

What will happen to this bonding when the ice melts?

•

What will therefore happen to the spacing between the molecules when
the structure melts?

•

How does this explain why liquid water is denser than ice?

•

Lastly, how does this explain why ice floats in water?
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Dissolving in Water

Water is made up of small polar molecules with hydrogen bonding as the main intermolecular
force, even in the liquid state. For another substance to dissolve in water it has to be able to produce
intermolecular attractions of similar strength to those already present in water.
This activity looks at the types of substances which dissolve readily in water and why this is
in terms of intermolecular forces.
				1.
					

Put a 1 cm depth of water into 5 dry mini test-tubes and then
add ten drops of a different test liquid to each tube.

				2.
					

Waggle the tubes to mix the liquids. (Do not stopper
them or use your thumb over the ends to shake.)

				3.

Observe whether the liquids are miscible (mix to form
one layer) or immiscible (two separate layers).

Carry out experiment
in					
fume cupboard or
well
ventilated area.
				4.
Empty all tubes into
Solvent Residue bottle
- not down sink !

Record the results in the table in your Notes.
1 cm depth of solvent and 10 drops of test liquid

Think about the molecular compounds you tested.
•

Was polarity the key to dissolving in water? Which evidence supports
your answer?

•

Was hydrogen bonding in the molecular compound the key to
dissolving in water? Which evidence supports your answer?

•

Was the ability to hydrogen bond with water the key to dissolving in
water? Which evidence supports your answer?

In our earlier solubility experiment, we learnt that there wasn’t actually much difference between
the London dispersion forces found in non-polar molecules and the polar—polar attractions found in
many polar molecules.
Hydrogen bonding in water must be significantly stronger as many polar molecules, as well as all
non-polar molecules, are unable to dissolve (mix) in water.
non-polar — non-polar

polar — polar					polar — polar

													 σσ+ σ-

σ+ σ-

σ+ σ-

σ+ σ-		

weakest

temporary — induced
London dispersion

σ+ σ-

σ+

strongest

permanent — permanent			

permanent — permanent

polar — polar					hydrogen bonding
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With polar molecules, like alcohols and acids, that
contain O—H bonds (like water) and can set up
hydrogen bonding (like water), it is not unexpected
that they will mix and dissolve easily with water.
Similarly, molecules with N—H bonds, like ammonia
and amines, will also set up hydrogen bonds with
water and will dissolve.
Less predictable are the polar molecules that do not
contain O—H or N—H bonds and, therefore, are not
able to set up hydrogen bonds between molecules.

σ+

C

σ-

O

However, molecules with carbonyl groups ( C = O ),
such as aldehydes and ketones, have the ability to be
part of the hydrogen bond that ‘traps’ a hydrogen in a
straight line between two oxygen atoms.

Molecul

lar Molec
o
P
u
n-
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No

r
ol a

l es

P

In later Topics, you will study in more detail many of the families that make up Organic Chemistry.
Solubility, and the ability to understand the significance of the presence of certain functional
groups, and their ability to set up different types of van der Waals forces (intermolecular forces) will
be an important skill that you should try and master.

R
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R
H
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H

R
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Acids Alcohols Amines Aldehydes Ketones Esters Aromatics Alkenes Alkanes
hydrogen					polar-polar					 London
bonding					attractions					dispersion
Most of the time, however, you will need to identify the ‘best solvent’, not by thinking too deeply
about the various functional groups / polarity / intermolecular forces, but by simply looking for a
solvent that is from the same area as the target molecule - look for a hydrocarbon to dissolve
another hydrocarbon, an alcohol to dissolve an alcohol and so on.
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Ionic & Covalent Networks		
◉

Introduction

1.7

		
As you know, all compounds are usually considered as ionic or
		
covalent and you will already be familiar with the fact that
		
both can have network structures. But are ionic bonding and
			
covalent bonding the only types of bonding present in a
			 network?
			
This lesson topic looks at compounds which have a covalent or ionic
			network structures.

①

Atomic Ions

As you know, the neutral atoms which have the most stable electron arrangements are the noble
gases. Other atoms try to achieve such electron arrangements by giving away or receiving electrons
to reach the nearest noble gas electron arrangement.
In so doing, they acquire either a positive or a negative charge, with the size of the charge
depending on how many electrons have to be given away or received.
Some atoms - particularly transition metals - will rarely be able to lose or gain the number of
electrons required to achieve a noble gas electron arrangement. They can, however, still form ions
that are more stable than the original atoms.
This activity is about the formation of atomic ions from neutral atoms.
				
Use a Data Booklet
to fill in the missing
information in the
table in your Notes.
Think about the ions in your completed table.
•

In terms of electron arrangement, why does Mg form a 2+ ion?

•

Why does sulphur form a 2- ion?

•

What do you notice about the size of positive ions? negative ions?

•

For the metals in Period 3 (Na → Al) explain why the positive ion is
much smaller than the original atom.

•

For the transition metals in your table explain why the positive ion is 		
smaller than the original atom.

•

For the non-metals in Period 3 (P → Cl) explain why the negative ion is
larger than the original atom.

•

Explain why an Fe3+ ion is smaller than an Fe2+ ion.

•

Explain why a Ca2+ ion is bigger than a Mg2+ ion but smaller than a
P3- ion.
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The simplest ionic structures involve two atomic ions, one positive and one negative.
This activity looks more closely at the structure and bonding in a simple ionic compound such as
sodium chloride.
		 W

Ionic bonding is the electrostatic attraction between positive ions and negative ions.

				
				
				

Quite often, ionic bonds are represented in models by connectors made
of plastic, or wires, or straws, in much the same way as covalent bonds
are represented in models of molecules.

				
This can be misleading as ‘individual
				ionic bonds’ do not exist in the same sense
				
as individual covalent bonds do.
				Each shared pair of electrons = 1 covalent bond
Electrostatic attractions act in all directions equally. What determines that 8 Cl— ions can cluster
round a single Cs+ ion are factors such as the relative size of the ions. It would, however, be wrong to
describe Cs as ‘having 8 ionic bonds’.
				

Examine a model of the sodium chloride structure.			

Think about the ions in this structure.
•

Is there an obvious distinct NaCl unit in the structure?

•

Apart from at the edges, how many chloride ions are directly around
each sodium ion?

•

Apart from at the edges, how many sodium ions are directly around
each chloride ion?

•

What is the ratio of sodium ions to chloride ions in the structure?

•

How does this explain the formula, NaCl?

•

Why can the structure be described as an ionic network?
(Clue: Does ionic bonding extend throughout the structure?)

•

Why can the structure be described as an ionic lattice?
(Clue: Does the structure have a regular repeating pattern?)

The electrostatic attraction between oppositely charged ions is strong, but it can also vary in
strength. The size of the ion can make a difference. Try a simple experiment using magnets as
models for ions.
			1.
				
				

Place a small negative ion on one
side of the positive ion and a large
negative ion on the other.

			2.

Then slowly pull the negative ions away in opposite directions.
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Think about the experiment with model ions.

③

•

Why must the ring magnets used inside each model ion be the same?

•

Which size of ion holds on to the positive ion more strongly?

•

Why is the melting point of sodium fluoride (1000 °C) much higher
than that of sodium iodide (660 °C)?

•

Why is the melting point of magnesium oxide (2825 °C) higher than 		
that of calcium oxide (2614 °C)?

•

Going across Period 3 (Na → Al) oxides have melting points of 1134 °C,
2825 °C and 2054 °C respectively. Is there a clear trend linked to
changes in the ionic sizes? What other three factors are changing?

Silicon Carbide

This activity considers the compound silicon carbide (also known as carborundum) and the bonding in
its covalent network structure.
Silicon and carbon are both in column 4 of the periodic table and therefore their atoms each have
four outer electrons. Each silicon atom can achieve a stable electron arrangement by sharing
electrons with four carbon atoms while each carbon atom achieves a stable electron arrangement by
sharing electrons with four neighbouring silicon atoms.

				
Think about the two diagrams showing silicon and carbon atoms bonding.
•

What does the silicon atom achieve in its outer energy level by bonding
to four carbon atoms?

•

Which noble gas electron arrangement does the silicon atom attain?

•

What does the carbon atom achieve in its outer energy level by bonding
to four carbon atoms?

•

Which noble gas electron arrangement does the carbon atom attain?

•

In terms of electrostatic attractions, what actually is the covalent bond
that holds an atom of silicon and an atom of carbon together?
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Examine a model of the
				structure of silicon carbide.			

Now think about the network structure of silicon carbide.

④

•

Why can SiC be described as a covalent network? (Clue: Does the
covalent bonding extend throughout the entire structure?)

•

Why can this structure also be described as a covalent lattice?
(Clue: Does the structure have a regular repeating pattern?)

•

Is there any obvious distinct SiC unit in the structure?

•

Apart from at the edges, how many atoms of carbon are bonded directly
to each silicon?

•

Apart from at the edges, how many atoms of silicon are bonded directly
to each carbon?

•

What is the ratio of silicon atoms to carbon atoms in the structure?

•

How does this account for the formula?

Silicon Dioxide

This activity looks at the structure and bonding in silicon dioxide (also known as silica).
Silicon dioxide is commonly found as sand and quartz crystals.
There are in fact several silicon dioxide structures all of which
are covalent networks. They all have each silicon atom bonded
to four oxygen atoms in a tetrahedral arrangement and each
oxygen atom is bonded to two silicon atoms.
				
Examine a model of the
				structure of silicon carbide.			
Think about the structure in the model.
•

Why can the bonding around each silicon be described as tetrahedral?
(Clue: What solid geometric shape is made by joining up the four
oxygens around a silicon atom?)

•

Does the structure have a distinctive SiO2 unit in it?

•

How does the structure give rise to the formula SiO2 ?
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Silicon carbide (carborundum) and silicon dioxide (silica) have properties which are typical
of covalent network substances.

		
Many uses of carborundum and silica are related to just these three properties, which in turn
depend on the covalent network structure within these compounds.
Carborundum is used for furnace linings and crucibles
in which to melt metals. You can also find it in DIY
stores on abrasive papers for wearing down metal and
on cutting discs that will cut through metal.
Silica too is used as an abrasive on sandpaper and sanding discs for use on wood. As a major
constituent of many rocks, silica is used as a building material both in the stone itself and as sand for
mixing with cement to make mortar. It is also a major ingredient for making glass.
Think about these uses in relation to the properties and bonding structure.
•

Which properties of carborundum and silica make them suitable for
the uses mentioned?

•

Why should network structures need such high temperatures to melt
them? (Clue: Are the bonding forces between the atoms strong or weak?
Do some or all of the bonds need to be broken?)

•

So why are these covalent networks also so hard to break?

							Though networks (particularly covalent) can be 		
							hard this is a measure of what happens when they
							rub up against another substance.
							They are also very brittle - break easily when struck.
This is because when the layers are forced to move, it disrupts and breaks the ionic bonding or
covalent bonds that give the networks their strength. It can be difficult or impossible for these bonds
to be re-established.
Only in metallic networks is the bonding ‘fluid’ enough
to allow it to cope with the disruption. This is why metals
are described as malleable and are not usually brittle.
At very low temperatures, metals can become brittle as it
is harder for the metallic bonding to re-establish.
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